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General Instructions

Abbreviations
CO — cast on
K — knit
mm — millimeters
P — purl
rem — remaining
rep — repeat
rib — ribbing
st(s) — stitch(es)
tog — together

* – work instructions following * as many more  
 times as indicated in addition to the first   
 time. 
( ) or [ ] – work enclosed instructions as many 
 times as specified by the number    
 immediately following or work all enclosed  
 instructions in the stitch or space indicated  
 or contains explanatory remarks.

Gauge
Correct gauge is essential for proper fit of garments. 
Needle sizes given in instructions are merely guides 
and should never be used without first making a 
swatch to check gauge. To test gauge, make a sample 
swatch approx 4" square in the stitch, yarn, and needle 
specified. Then measure it, counting your stitches and 
rounds carefully. If you have more stitches per inch 
than specified, try again with a larger size needle; if 
fewer, try again with a smaller size. Keep trying until 
your find the size that will give you the specified 
gauge. DO NOT HESITATE TO CHANGE NEEDLE 
SIZE TO OBTAIN CORRECT GAUGE.
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